We introduce a distantly supervised event extraction approach that extracts complex event templates from microblogs. We show that this near real-time data source is more challenging than news because it contains information that is both approximate (e.g., with values that are close but different from the gold truth) and ambiguous (due to the brevity of the texts), impacting both the evaluation and extraction methods. For the former, we propose a novel, "soft", F1 metric that incorporates similarity between extracted fillers and the gold truth, giving partial credit to different but similar values. With respect to extraction methodology, we propose two extensions to the distant supervision paradigm: to address approximate information, we allow positive training examples to be generated from information that is similar but not identical to gold values; to address ambiguity, we aggregate contexts across tweets discussing the same event. We evaluate our contributions on the complex domain of earthquakes, with events with up to 20 arguments. Our results indicate that, despite their simplicity, our contributions yield a statistically-significant improvement of 33% (relative) over a strong distantly-supervised system. The dataset containing the knowledge base, relevant tweets and manual annotations is publicly available.
Introduction
Twitter is an excellent source of near real-time data on recent events, motivating the need for information extraction (IE) systems that operate on tweets rather than traditional news articles. However, using this data comes with its own challenges: tweets tend to use colloquial speech, noisy syntax and discourse, and, more importantly, the information reported is often inaccurate (e.g., reporting a different but similar magnitude for an earthquake) and ambiguous (e.g., reporting multiple potential earthquake locations, with insufficient context to guess which is the correct one). 1 The top rows in Table 1 show examples of these problems for an actual event in our dataset on earthquakes. This comes in contrast with "traditional" IE work on newswire documents, where information is considerably more accurate than microblog material, and none of the above observations hold (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Doddington et al., 2004) .
As an example of the benefits of event extraction from a near real-time social-media resource, the last row in Table 1 lists a motivating example, where our system extracts the correct depth of an earthquake from the text tweeted by the U.S. Geological Survey, which is novel information that is missing in our manually-curated knowledge base.
In this work we take a classic event extraction (EE) task, where events are defined by templates containing a predefined set of arguments, and implement it using data from Twitter. We avoid the prohibitive cost of manual annotation through distant supervision (DS): we automatically generate train-Earthquake in Honduras. So strong it Approximate strong it was felt in Guatemala information as well. 7.1 offshore atlantic. DTN Indonesia: Peru Earthquake Ambiguous Destroys Homes, Injures 100... information 6.9 magnitude earthquake rocks Peru.
U.S.G.S. reports 6.9 Earthquake in Peru. NO TSUNAMI threat to Hawaii. Information #Earthquake M 7.0 -Ryukyu Islands, not in the Japan T20:31:27 UTC , 25.95 128.40 knowledge depth: 22 km <USGS URL> base Local tsunami alert issued Table 1 : Challenges and opportunities for event extraction from Twitter. The first row shows a tweet with approximate information (in bold); the correct magnitude is 7.3 (cf. Table 2 ). The second row shows a first tweet with ambiguous information, which leads our baseline model to extract the incorrect country (in bold; correct country is Peru). The following two tweets help disambiguate the context. The last row shows a tweet containing information (in bold) that is missing in the knowledge base.
ing data by aligning a knowledge base of known event instances with tweets (Mintz et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2011) , which is then used to train a supervised extraction model (sequence tagger in our case). In seminal work on event extraction, (Benson et al., 2011) applied DS to both detect tweets about local events and then extracted values about two arguments (artist and venue). In our work, we work on automatically selected tweets, and scale the task to complex events with a large number of arguments. We focus on the domain of earthquakes, where each event has up to 20 arguments. Table 2 summarizes this task. The contributions of this work are the following: 1. To our knowledge, this is one of the first works that analyzes the problem of distantly supervised extraction of complex events with many arguments from microblogs. 2. Our analysis shows (Section 3) that the biggest barrier is that information on Twitter can be inaccurate (containing approximately correct event argument values) and ambiguous (with insufficient context for accurate extraction). The top two blocks in Table 1 show an example of each. These challenges impact both evaluation and system development. 3. The analysis also highlights the need to adapt evaluation metrics to approximately correct information, which may appear both in text and in the knowledge base itself. For example, for a particular earthquake, the USGS reports a depth of 22 km., while NOAA reports 25 km 2 . We propose a new evaluation metric that gives partial credit to extracted argument values based on their similarity to existing values in the knowledge base. 4. We introduce two simple strategies that address the above barriers for system development: approximate matching, which addresses inaccurate values by allowing the distant supervision process to map values from the knowledge base to text even when they do not match exactly; and feature aggregation, which responds to small, ambiguous contexts by aggregating information across multiple tweets for the same event. For example, the first strategy considers the 7.1 magnitude in the first tweet in Table 1 as a training example because it is close to the value in the knowledge base (7.3). The second strategy classifies all instances of Peru jointly using a single set of features, extracted from all available tweets for the corresponding earthquake. For example, this feature set contains three values for the feature previous-word (:, rocks, and in). Each approach yields 19% relative improvement, 33% in combination. 5. We release a public dataset containing a knowledge base of earthquake instances and corresponding tweets for each earthquake 3 .
Experimental framework
In this section we detail the creation of the knowledge base of earthquake events, the collection process for potentially-relevant tweets, and, lastly, our distant supervision framework, which serves as a platform for our contributions (Sections 5 and 6).
Knowledge base and tweet dataset creation
The knowledge base (KB) was created from the list of globally significant earthquakes during the 21st century, as reported by Wikipedia. 4 We se- Table 2 for a summary and an example. We used the Topsy API 6 to search for tweets that are potentially relevant for each earthquake. We formed a query using the word "earthquake" plus the location, encoded as a disjunction of city, region, and country arguments. We retrieved tweets from the day before the date and time of the earthquake, up to seven days after. This procedure might also retrieve tweets about aftershocks, which we consider to be different events. We applied an aggressive method to discard aftershock tweets: we only kept 2013, at 2PM CET.
5 Time and date expressions were converted to TimeML. Numerical values in English were converted to numbers, latitude and longitudes were converted to decimal format.
6 http://api.topsy.com/doc/ tweets up to the first tweet that mentions a time expression more than a minute different from that of the main earthquake (after adjusting for time zone). For example, this heuristic removes all tweets starting with "A 4.9 earthquake occurred in Ryukyu Islands, Japan on 2010-2-27 T10:33:21 at epicenter." because the main earthquake occurred on February 26th at 8:31PM UTC. It is important to note that identifying event-relevant tweets is not the focus of this work (hence the simple heuristics used for tweet extraction). We focus instead on the extraction of information from such tweets. In a complete system, our approach would follow a component that detects event tweets automatically (Benson et al., 2011) . The final dataset contains 108 earthquakes and 7,841 tweets, 72 tweets per earthquake on average, a maximum of 654 and a minimum of 2. 19 earthquakes had less than 10 tweets.
Manual annotation of tweets
In order to analyze the challenges faced by our EE system based on distant supervision, we also manually annotated all tweets. 7 The manual annotation included any mention of an event argument in the tweets. This included information already in the KB, but also information that is missing, caused by: variations of dates and times, similar but not identical latitude/longitude values, different reported numbers for dead/injured/missing etc. The first tweet in Table 1 is an example of this situation: even though the reported magnitude is different from the value in the KB (cf. example in Table 2 ), it was annotated during this process. In total, we annotated 17,672 mentions (at an average of two event arguments per tweet). Table 2 shows the breakdown per argument (the MA column), compared to the automatic annotations generated through distant supervision (the DS column). Note that some of the arguments have a very different coverage in the tweets compared with the KB. For example, latitude and longitude are rarely present in tweets, but affected countries are commonly mentioned. The quality of the manual annotation was assessed on a 5% sample of the dataset, which was annotated by an additional expert. The agreement was very high: 90% ITA and 85% Fleiss Kappa. Disagreements were generally due to missed argument mentions. Note that the cost of annotation was around 75 hours, confirming the cost-saving properties of distant supervision.
Dataset and experiment organization
We sorted the list of earthquakes in the KB chronologically, and chose the earliest 75% of the earthquakes as the training dataset, and the most recent (25%) for testing. The training set contained 81 earthquakes and their corresponding 6078 tweets, while the testing set contained 27 earthquakes and 1763 tweets. All development experiments were performed using 5-fold cross-validation over the training partition, where the folds were organized randomly by earthquake. Each fold contained tweets for around 15 earthquakes, but the number of tweets varied widely, with one fold having 585 tweets and another 2229. The evaluation compares the argument values induced by our system with those in the gold KB, and computes precision, recall and F1 using the official scorer from the Knowledge Base Population (KBP) Slot Filling (SF) shared task (Surdeanu, 2013) . We also incorporated the notion of equivalence classes proposed in the SF task. For instance, if the system predicted Guerrero State for the argument region, when the KB contains just Guerrero, we consider this result correct because the two strings are equivalent in this context. Our equivalence classes also include countries, regions, and cities with hashtags, unnormalized temporal expressions, etc. Where applicable, we checked statistical significance of performance differences using the bootstrap resampling technique proposed in (BergKirkpatrick et al., 2012) , in which we draw many simulated test sets by sampling with replacement from the set of earthquakes in the test partition.
Distant supervision for event extraction
For the initial extraction experiment, we followed a traditional distant supervision approach (Mintz et al., 2009) , which has four steps: the KB of past events is aligned to the text; a supervised system is trained on the resulting annotated text; the system is run on test data; and the output slot values are inferred from the annotations produced by the system. We thus started by aligning the information in the KB to the training tweets using strict matching 8 . Table 2 compares the number of mentions automatically generated through DS against the number of manually annotated mentions. As expected, the strict matching criterion yields fewer mentions than the manual annotation.
As an example of this process, given the Honduras earthquake in Table 2 , this procedure will annotate two argument mentions in the first tweet from Table 1, country and affected-country, as follows:
Earthquake in <country>Honduras</country>. So strong it was felt in <affected-country>Guatemala</affected-country> as well. 7.1 offshore atlantic.
Note that the magnitude in the tweet is different from the one reported in the KB and it will thus be left unmarked (we revisit this issue in Section 5).
Using this automatically-generated data, we trained a sequential tagger based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) 9 . Based on the output of the CRF, we inferred the arguments values using noisyor (Surdeanu et al., 2012) , which selects the value with the largest probability for each single-valued argument by aggregating the individual mention probabilities produced by the CRF. 10 In the case of multi-valued arguments (affected-country and affected-region) we choose all values that had been annotated by the sequential tagger.
Initial results and analysis
The left block in Table 3 reports the results on development (5-fold cross-validation) of the initial event 8 We identified two types of arguments: those that have binary (yes/no) values (tsunami and landslides) and those having other values. For the first type, we search the tweets corresponding to the target earthquake for a small number of strings (e.g., tsunami and tsunamis), and annotate all matches (e.g., <tsunami> tsunami </tsunami>). For nonbinary valued arguments, we searched the tweets for exact occurrences of the corresponding values, and annotated all matching strings. When the same value appears in more than one argument for the same earthquake (e.g., 7 as both magnitude and number of dead people), we choose the most common label (e.g., magnitude cf. extraction system based on a distantly-supervised CRF (DS-CRF), which notably attains higher precision than recall. These results are fair, e.g., they are comparable to those of (Benson et al., 2011) , even though their events had much fewer argument types than ours (two vs. twenty). More importantly, we use this system's output to analyze where the approach could be improved. For the sake of comparison, we trained the same CRF with the manually annotated tweets, cf. Section 2 (MA-CRF). The MA-CRF results in Table 3 indicate that the main loss when doing distant supervision is in recall, but the overall F1 is close. This is remarkable, as the much more expensive MA-CRF (75 hours of human annotation) is taken to be an upperbound for DS-CRF. Manual inspection showed that that DS-CRF returns fewer argument values than MA-CRF (328 vs. 469), from "easier" (more common) arguments which have a higher chance of appearing both in the text and the KB. Importantly, MA-CRF has lower precision than its distant supervision counterpart because it is trained on manual annotations, which included many mentions not in the KB. The consequence of this strategy is that MA-CRF tends to produce spurious mentions (i.e., mentions not in the KB) at evaluation time, which lowers precision.
In addition, we analyzed the annotations created through distant supervision 11 , which produced 13,562 argument mentions in the training tweets (cf. Table 2 , which also includes a breakdown by ar-gument). This data contains incorrectly annotated strings (false positives) and also misses relevant argument values (false negatives). A comparison of these DS annotations against the manual annotations on all training tweets (17,672 mentions) yielded that 97.4% were correct, but that 27.4% of the gold manual annotations were missed. This is an important result: it demonstrates that, unlike in the problem of relation extraction (RE) where the major issue is the large percentage (higher than 30%) of false positives in automatically-created annotations (Riedel et al., 2010) , here the fundamental roadblock is missing annotations (i.e., false negatives). We explain this difference by the fact that for this event extraction domain, it is trivial to identify domainrelevant tweets, which reduces the number of false positives for event arguments. We believe this generalizes to many other EE domains, e.g., airplane crashes (Reschke et al., 2014) or terrorist attacks, where the event context can be summarized accurately with a small number of keywords (e.g., flight number and date for the airplane crashes domain).
We also did a post-hoc analysis of the quality of the arguments induced by DS-CRF. One of the most significant outcomes of the analysis is that a large portion of numeric values (31.3%) were partially correct, in that the returned values were very similar to those in the KB (see for instance the 7.1 vs. 7.3 example in Section 1). This strongly suggests that the evaluation metric should be more lenient, and give credit to argument values that are similar to the gold ones.
Lenient evaluation
The previous analysis suggests that traditional evaluation measures unnecessarily penalize arguments containing values that do not match the gold truth exactly. Rather than giving no credit when predicted values are different from gold ones, we devised a simple extension to the KBP evaluation measures that take into account the similarity between the values of system and gold arguments, where the similarity depends on the type of each slot (cf. Table 2) .
For numeric values, we use the following formula, where x is the predicted value, and g the gold value:
For example, given a gold value of 7.3, a system value of 7.2 would have a similarity of 0.98, and a system value of 14.6 or larger would have a similarity 0. If both values are equal, similarity is 1. For the other slot types, the similarity function is discrete, with values set to 1 (proposed slot is correct) or 0 (incorrect) as follows. We consider a proposed temporal argument as correct if it is within a span of 5 minutes of the corresponding gold temporal value. Durations are judged as correct if they are within 10 seconds of the gold values. We considered proposed dates as correct if they differ by at most one day from the gold date. 12 For location arguments, we use GeoNames 13 to obtain the coordinates of the locations produced by the system that do not match the information in the KB. Based on the average size of countries, regions, and cities, we consider these additional locations as correct if they are at the following distance (or closer) from the gold locations: 500 kms for countries, 50 kms for regions, and 10 kms for cities.
The original KBP scorer increases the value of True Positives (TP) by 1 every time a predicted argument matches its gold value. In the proposed lenient scorer, TP is increased by the similarity between the predicted and gold values. The precision and recall will be thus calculated as follows (SYS for number of predicted argument values, GOLD for number of gold argument values):
The right block in Table 3 lists the results under this lenient evaluation for the experiment initially reported in the left block in the same table. As expected, these results are higher than the ones using the strict measure, but maintain the relative order of the systems in each of the evaluation measures. The difference in precision between DS-CRF and MA-CRF decreases, indicating that the new measure assigns partial credit to the larger amount of argument values extracted by MA-CRF. The difference in re-12 These thresholds might change in other domains, but adjusting these values is trivial. call values remains large. We address this in the next section.
Approximate distant supervision
The previous section demonstrated that many tweets contain argument values which are similar but not identical to the data in the knowledge base. These values would not be annotated during alignment by traditional distant supervision, which expects an exact match between knowledge base values and tweet texts. This means that DS-CRF will be trained with less data than what is available (e.g., without the 7.1 magnitude example in the tweet in Section 2.4). Here we demonstrate that a simple extension to distant supervision that annotates values close to the values in the knowledge base, results in improved performance.
The proposed alignment algorithm scans the training tweets, and labels named and numeric entities as positive argument examples (with the corresponding label from the KB), if they are deemed similar to the gold values according to the similarity formulas introduced in the previous section. This is a trivial process for discrete similarities, but requires some care for continuous similarity functions, which are triggered for numeric arguments. In this situation, numeric entities are considered as positive examples only if their similarity function returns a value over a certain threshold with a known argument in the KB. If a numeric mention has more than one matching argument in the KB, the algorithm chooses the argument label with the highest similarity value; if all have the same similarity, the algorithm chooses the most frequent label in training.
We tuned the threshold hyper parameter for numeric values over the training dataset using 5-fold cross validation, which yielded 0.95 as the optimal value. Table 4 shows the results for the test partition using this threshold, and Figure 1 shows the corresponding P/R curves. Both results are generated using the proposed lenient evaluation. The results in the table show that, despite its simplicity, the proposed alignment algorithm yields considerable, statistically-significant improvements. The P/R curves show that the improvement holds for all recall points 14 .
Feature aggregation
The second block in Table 1 illustrates a common scenario on Twitter, where a short, ambiguous tweet derails the extraction. We address this problem of System Prec. Rec. F1 DS-CRF 68.4 21.3 32.5 DS aggr -CRF 70.1 26.6 38.6 † DS comb -CRF 69.2 31.2 43.1 † MA-CRF 69.1 37.9 48.9 Table 5 : Test: Results for regular DS (DS-CRF), DS with feature aggregation (DS aggr -CRF), and the DS model that combines feature aggregation and approximate matching (DS comb -CRF), with lenient evaluation. † indicates statistically significant improvement over DS-CRF (p < 0.05). We include the results of the CRF trained on manual annotations (MA-CRF) as a performance ceiling for this task.
insufficient local context with a method inspired by work in relation extraction, where relation instances between identical entities are classified jointly using the conjunction of features from all instances (Mintz et al., 2009) . We adapt this idea to our sequence tagging EE model as follows:
1: We focus on location, date and temporal entities (both earthquake time and duration) which are argument candidates that are often ambiguous, i.e., they may be classified as more than one argument type. For example, a location entity may be labeled as country, region, country-affected, etc. We exclude numeric entities due to potential feature collisions between different argument types: we observed that, in training, several earthquakes had different numeric arguments with the same value. For example, the magnitude and depth of the 2012 Zohan earthquake were 5.6. Applying feature aggregation to examples of these arguments would lead to collisions between features from different classes. 15 ture previous-word (:, rocks, and in). This process is repeated for each earthquake individually, because tokens may be labeled differently in different earthquakes. This approach produced 37% more features than the DS-CRF baseline. 16 The positive effect of feature aggregation is confirmed by the formal evaluation on the test dataset. Table 5 shows a statistically significant improvement in overall F1, for the lenient evaluation. The P/R curves (Fig. 2) indicate that DS aggr -CRF's improvement comes from both better recall and better precision that the DS-CRF baseline. Table 5 and Fig. 2 also show that the combination of approximate matching and aggregation outperforms the individual models, demonstrating that feature aggregation is complementary to approximate matching. The combined model attains a relative improvement of 33% over the DS-CRF baseline, reaching approximately 88% of the ceiling performance for this task (MA-CRF row, the CRF trained on manual annotations).
Related work
There has been considerable recent interest in IE from Twitter. However, in general, these works use supervised learning frameworks (Popescu et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2012) , and/or they use either a coarse representation of events, which reduces to topic modeling or classification of entire tweets (Popescu et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2012) , or a simplified representation of events with few arguments (Sakaki et al., 2010; Popescu et al., 2011; Benson et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2012) . In contrast, our work uses a complex event representation with 20 arguments, and does not require any manual annotation of tweets. Our work is closest, but complementary to the work of (Benson et al., 2011) , which also uses distant supervision for event extraction: We provide solutions for two problems they do not address (inaccurate and ambiguous information) and we focus on more complex events (20 arguments vs. two).
This paper is also complementary to systems which detect event-relevant tweets (Sakaki et al., 16 We also tried skip-chain CRFs (Getoor and Taskar, 2007) , but found that our simpler approach converges considerably faster and produces slightly better results. We do not show those results for brevity. Table 5 using a threshold of 0.95 for the lenient evaluation measure. All other settings are identical to the experiments in Table 5 . † indicates statistically significant improvement over DS-CRF (p < 0.05).
2010; Petrović et al., 2010) . In future work, we plan to replace our simple method of extracting relevant tweets by one of these approaches, producing a system that monitors microblogs in realtime to automatically construct event-specific knowledge bases. Our work uses the framework of distant supervision, which has also received considerable attention recently. Nevertheless, most of these works focus on the extraction of binary relations from well-formed documents (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) . We use the much noisier Twitter as the underlying text, and extract complex events instead of binary relations. We note, however, that the idea of feature aggregation is inspired by these works (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al., 2010) , but, to our knowledge, we are the first to apply it to event extraction and sequence tagging. In the DS space, our work is closest to (Reschke et al., 2014) , which use it to extract complex events (airplane crashes) from newswire text. Because they focus on newswire, they do not need to address the potential for inaccurate or ambiguous information, which is the main focus of our work. We repeated the experiments in Table 5 using this alternate evaluation measure. The result are summarized in Table 6 . The results reported in Table 5 do not alter the findings of the paper. In fact, under this stricter evaluation measure, our results are stronger: DS comb -CRF, which combines both our ideas, approaches with nearly 1 F1 point MA-CRF, which trains on manually annotated data.
Conclusions
To our knowledge, this is one of the first works that analyzes the problem of distantly supervised complex event extraction on microblogs. This near realtime data source is challenging, with inaccurate information and short, ambiguous texts, as shown by our empirical analysis of the dataset. We proposed two simple techniques to address these problems: (a) a novel distant supervision paradigm, which implements an alignment algorithm that allows text snippets that are similar but not identical to argument values in the knowledge base to be annotated (thus producing better training data); and (b) a feature aggregation strategy that provides richer information across tweets to cope with ambiguity. Our results on earthquake-related tweets show that each improvement yields 19% significant improvement when applied on top of a strong system based on sequence tagging (CRFs). We show that these contributions are complementary: a model that combines both performs better than each of the above individual models, with an improvement of 33% over the baseline. All in all, our approach attains approximately 88% of the ceiling performance for this task, which is obtained by a system trained on manuallyannotated tweets, validating the hypothesis that distant supervision is useful for a complex event extraction task. 17 We thank the anonymous reviewer for the suggestion.
In addition, we devised a lenient evaluation measure which incorporates the similarity between the extracted argument values and the gold truth, rather than considering as correct only the extractions that exactly match the gold values. We show that this evaluation models the event extraction task better, and, furthermore, is more realistic, especially in view of imperfect knowledge bases.
Lastly, we release a dataset containing an event knowledge base constructed from Wikipedia information on earthquakes, which contains 108 earthquakes, 20 different argument types, and 1,116 argument values. The dataset also includes a collection of relevant tweets about these earthquakes, totaling 7,841 tweets. The dataset is publicly available. 18
